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Abstract -Advancements of various Geographic Information
Technologies have resulted in huge growth in Geo-Textual data.
Many Indexing and searching algorithms are developed to
handle this Geo-Textual data which contains spatial, textual and
temporal information. In past, Indexing and searching
algorithms are developed for the applications in which the object
trajectory or velocity vector is known in advance and hence we
can predict the future position of the objects. There are real time
applications like emergency management systems, traffic
monitoring, where the objects movements are unpredictable and
hence future position of the objects cannot be predicted.
Techniques are required to answer the geo-textual kNN query
where the velocity vectors or trajectories of moving and moving
queries are not known. In case of moving objects, capturing
current position of the object and maintaining spatial index
optimally is very much essential. The hybrid indexing techniques
used earlier are based on R-tree spatial index. The nodes of the
R-tree index structure are split or merged to maintain the
locations of continuously moving objects, increasing the
maintenance cost as compared to the grid index. In this paper a
solution is proposed for creating and maintaining hybrid index
for moving objects and queries based on grid and inverted list
hybrid indexing techniques. The method is also proposed for
finding Geo-Textual nearest neighbours for static and moving
queries using hybrid index and conceptual partitioning of the
grid. The overall gain reported by the experimental work using
hybrid index over the non- hybrid index is 30 to 40 percent
depending on the grid size chosen for mapping the data space
and on the parameters of queries.

The queries need to be answered based on the current
location of the query objects and other moving objects and
also matching query attributes to the attribute data attached
to the objects This kind of scenarios occur in many decision
making applications like transportation, agriculture,
emergency management system, resource management
system, marketing, traffic monitoring, security systems and
many more.
Table 1 Type of objects and queries

Keywords: Conceptual Partitioning, Grid, Hybrid Index,
Inverted List, Nearest Neighbour

I.

INTRODUCTION

Geo-Textual data is generated on every click of time with
wide availability of various techniques for knowing
locations of objects and with various mobile objects. The
movement of the dynamic objects can be tracked with time
and dynamic or static objects can query over the other such
objects. Table 1 shows the 4 possibilities of queries with
dynamic nature of the object and queries..
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The continuous moving Geo-Textual objects and queries
need to maintain their location attributes namely latitude and
longitude with time. The dataset of these objects has
combination of static and dynamic objects, which can query
over each other. The dynamic nature of the data causes
consistently reporting of results of the queries very much
essential. In decision support
system, multiple queries are
processed simultaneously.
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The objects and queries move dynamically and their
velocity vectors and motion patterns are unknown and hence
queries need to be answered in real time by minimizing
query processing time.
II.

RELATED WORK

The research is done on various techniques of indexing
the data that contains both text descriptions and geolocations. The indexing supports the efficient evaluation of
geo-textual queries based on location and a set of keywords
provided to the query and return the result set that matches
the query criteria. To handle moving queries the indexing
techniques need to maintain the changed location of objects
and queries.
For creating geo-textual hybrid index, one needs to pick
up a spatial index and a text index. Various techniques are
developed for hybrid indexing which use inverted file and
R-tree. Different combining schemes of hybrid indexing
structure which integrate inverted files and R*-tree was
proposed [1]. With Hybrid Index, the pruning power of both
space and text is exploited simultaneously, thus merging the
two steps into one and hence greatly enhancing the
performance. Information retrieval R-tree (IR2-Tree)
combines an R-tree with superimposed text signatures [2].
To efficiently answer top-k spatial keyword queries, the
tight integration of data structures and algorithms is used
with each node containing both spatial and keyword
information. The IR-tree is studied and used extensively in
variations of spatial keyword queries [3]. The framework
proposed leverages the inverted file for text retrieval and the
R-tree for spatial proximity querying[4].
Though much research is done on R-tree index, hybrid
index created using other spatial indexing style are also
proposed. Hybrid indices are implemented using a spatial
indexing based on coarse-space partitioning (CSP) and a
space-filling curve (SFC) [5]. Index structure that combines
K-d tree and inverted file for spatial range keyword query
was also proposed [6]. Grid spatial index were studied and
proved that query times for tightly coupled indexing
structures were faster than loosely coupled indexing
structures[7]. Spatial-keyword inverted file (SKIF) and
length-constrained maximum-sum region queries were
developed using grid spatial index[8], [9]. Hybrid index,
called inverted file quad-tree (IQ-tree) was proposed to
answer Boolean range continuous queries (BRCQ) over a
stream of incoming geo-textual objects in real time [10]. A
scalable integrated inverted index, named I3 was proposed,
which adopts the quadtree structure to hierarchically
partition the data space into cells [11]. Top k spatial
keyword search (TOPK-SK), and batch top k spatial
keyword search (BTOPK-SK) were studied based on the
inverted index and the linear quad tree, called inverted linear
quadtree (IL-Quadtree)[12]. Grid-based signatures hybrid
structure was proposed to handle regions-of-interest (ROIs)
queries[13].
Most of the work done to handle Geo-Textual objects is
either for answering dynamic queries on static objects or for
answering static queries on dynamic objects [14], [15]. The
proposed solutions answer the future queries based on the
velocity vector of the moving objects or moving queries
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[16], [17]. Some researchers have worked on query indexing
techniques to avoid maintaining the index in cases of
dynamic objects [16], [18]. Few of these solutions consider
the Geo-Textual hybrid indexing. The queries for dynamic
objects are classified as past (historical), present and future
(predicate) queries as shown in table 2. The solutions given
for present queries are based on the grid index, but these do
not consider the textual attributes of the objects [18]–[20].
Table 2 Types of queries depending upon the time of the
query
Future
The trajectories of
predicative or
the objects are fully approximate query
queries
predictable at query answering by
(predictive
processing time
making
queries)
assumptions on the
motion patterns of
the objects
Present
queries

The objects are
highly
Dynamic. Each
object can move in
an unrestricted
fashion.
i.e. we do not
assume any pattern
of motion

The objects’
movements are
non-predictable
hence capturing the
current locations of
objects and queries
the exact answers
with a time delay
(Δt)

Past queries
(Historical
queries)

The trajectories of
the objects
movements are
captured and stored

Historical queries
are answered based
on the past
trajectories of the
objects

In case of predictive queries, the trajectories of the
moving objects are known at the query processing time. The
answer provided for predictive queries are approximated
based on the motion patterns of the object. The techniques
used for solving such queries include Time parameterised
indexing, Voronoi cells, updating previously reported
answers and approximate nearest neighbour (NN) queries.
Influential Neighbour Sets are used instead of safe regions
to improve performance [21]–[33]. Spatio-Temporal
indexing based on data frames is developed which uses
Geohash based spatial index [34]. D-Grid, dual space grid
index for moving objects, indexes moving objects using
both location and velocity spaces [35]. The time-aware
queries considers valid time of the objects and answers
Boolean spatial keywords queries [36].
When the objects and queries move in unrestricted
manner, moving pattern of motion is not known in advance.
In real time applications where the objects movements are
not known in advance, the queries are answered with some
time delay [18]–[20]. The techniques used for solving such
type of queries focus on reducing the time delay with which
the queries are answered. Table 3 highlights the indexing
methods used for moving/static objects and moving/static
queries.Most of the techniques used in past use R-tree for
spatial indexing.
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The nodes of the R-tree index structure are split or
merged to maintain the locations of continuously moving

Method
Query-index

Indexing technique
Queries are indexed
by R-tree
Queries are indexed
by Grid
R-Tree

Query-index
Monitoring Query
Management
MobiEyes

R-Tree

objects. Much time is spent to maintain R-tree index
structures for moving objects.

Table 3: Related Work
Query type
static range query
moving objects
static range query
moving objects
static Range query
moving objects
moving range query
moving objects

Key points
Safe Regions
main memory evaluation
Object’s resident region
with assumption queries move
linearly with fixed velocity
monitoring region of a moving
query
shared execution and incremental
evaluation - computes only the
updates of the previously reported
answers
Approximate NN Queries on Data
Streams

Scalable INcremental
hash-based Algorithm
(SINA)

R-Tree

static and moving range
query

aDaptive Indexing on
Streams by space-filling
Curves (DISC)
Xiaohui Yu, K. Q. Pu,
and N. Koudas –
Continuous Nearest
Neighbour Monitoring
(YPK-CNN)
Shared Execution
Algorithm - Continuous
Nearest Neighbour
Monitoring (SEA-CNN)
Conceptual Partitioning
Monitoring (CPM)

B-tree that uses a
space-filling curve

static and moving
approximate kNN query

Grid index

static and moving kNN
query
moving objects

re-evaluating an existing kNN
query every T time units
makes use of its previous result in
order to restrict the search space

Grid-Index

static and moving kNN
query
moving objects

focuses on monitoring of NN with
book keeping for answer region

Grid Index

Conceptual Partitioning
NN-Monitoring with Book Keeping

Influential Neighbour
Sets
Data Frame Based
Spatiotemporal Indexing

R*-tree
VoR-tree
Spatiotemporal Index

static and moving kNN
query
moving objects
Moving kNN query

D-Grid

dual space grid index

Moving Objects
Range query
Moving Objects
Range and kNN query

In this paper the hybrid indexing algorithm based on grid
index is proposed which is used to answer the present GeoTextual moving queries executed on Geo-Textual moving
objects whose velocity vector is not known well in advance
[20]. The hybrid indexing algorithm based on grid index and
inverted list, focuses on reducing the nearest neighbours
query processing time delay by pruning the search space.
III.

METHODOLOGY

The most of the research done in past for moving queries
on moving objects is based on known motion pattern of the
objects and queries. The representative algorithms which do
not assume any moving pattern are YPK-CNN, SEA-CNN
and CPM [18]–[20]. These algorithms use grid index to
index dynamic data, to capture the updated location of the
objects and to maintain the index. In the proposed
methodology, these 3 indexing techniques are converted to
geo-textual hybrid index and their performance is studied
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safe guarding objects
Influential Neighbour Sets
spatiotemporal trajectory
retrieval algorithm
Geohash based spatial index
indexes moving objects using grid
structures in both location and
velocity spaces

against non-hybrid implementation to study the
improvement due to proposed techniques.
Geospatial query optimization for moving objects needs
to focus on the following issues:

the need to update the index as objects move

the need to re-evaluate affected queries when any
object moves

the need to re-evaluate moved queries and

achieving very short execution times for large
numbers of moving objects and queries
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(1)
In equation 1, Trtpc is the running time per processing
cycle. It consists of index maintenance time (Tupd_ind) and the
query re-evaluation time (Trecompute_query) for all affected and
moved queries during the processing cycle. The objective of
the research is to minimize Trtpc.
In this research the moving objects and query points are
handled where the objects’ movements are non-predictable,
i.e., their velocity vectors and motion patterns are unknown.
The query points and the data objects move frequently
and arbitrarily and multiple queries have to be processed
simultaneously. Constant reporting of its results is essential

Create and Maintain GeoTextual (Hybrid) Index for
moving objects

Geo-Textual
Query

and hence geo-textual hybrid indexing techniques are used
to minimize the index maintenance and query execution
time. In tree-based indexes, the continuous moving of
objects cause the nodes of the index structure frequently be
split or merged, which certainly leads to high maintenance
cost. Also in main memory R-tree very expensive to
maintain dynamically. Hence this research focuses on GridInverted List hybrid index to optimize the maintenance and
query execution cost. In figure 1, the steps for index
creation/maintenance are query execution are shown. The
boxes marked in blue are the area of focus in this research.

Hybrid Index

Query parameters
for object
identification

Object ids
satisfying
query

Objects
satisfying query

Spatio-temporal
database
Figure 1 index creation/maintenance and query execution steps
Following 4 proposed algorithms are developed,
implemented and studied to evaluate their performance:
1. YPK-CNN search technique – Grid-Inverted List
Hybrid Index structure is developed to implement YPKCNN techniques to answer Geo-Textual kNN queries
2. SEA-CNN search technique – Grid-Inverted List
Hybrid Index structure is developed to implement SEACNN techniques to answer Geo-Textual kNN queries
3. CPM search technique – Grid-Inverted List Hybrid
Index structure is developed to implement CPM techniques
to answer Geo-Textual kNN queries
4. CPM search technique - implemented as non-Hybrid
Index Structure to compare hybrid and non-hybrid indexes
In this paper the CPM technique is explained as it is
proved to be efficient among the 4 techniques.
IV.

GRID-INVERTED LIST HYBRID INDEX

The grid indices divide space into a predefined number of
equal-sized square or rectangular cells which is created
using a 2-dimensional array. Each cell of the array
represents a region of a space [18]. Grid – Inverted list index
combines a grid index with the inverted list to organize GeoTextual objects. The grid index and the text index are
combined tightly in way that every grid cell has the inverted
list associated with it for all the objects in this region. Each
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cell C of the grid is associated with the list of objects within
its extent and the inverted list of the keywords of the objects
belonging to it. Each inverted list has vocabulary of all
distinct words appearing in description of the objects
belonging to the cell and a posting list for each word. Figure
2 illustrates hybrid index structure in which each cell also
has influence list of the queries. The entry of a query in
influence list of the cell is meant for book keeping, which
notifies that, this cell is in the influence region of the query
and any changes to it will affect the query and hence it
needs to be updated.
Tight combination of grid file with Inverted list helps in
pruning the search space efficiently as it does not have to
check all the objects for answering query but only the
objects which satisfy text criteria. Data space is mapped to
grid cells by normalizing the latitude and longitude of
objects to x and y coordinates of the grid. Each Geo-Textual
object has latitude and longitude describing the point
location and a text description of the object. Latitude and
longitude is mapped to the grid cell depending upon the size
(m x n) of the grid structure. Each object is added to the
object list of the grid cell it is mapped to and inverted list of
the corresponding cell is updated for the keywords of the
object.
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O1

O2

O3

O4

Object List
W1

O1

O3

O5

W2

O2

O3

O7

W3

O3

O4

O6

q3

q4

Inverted List

Grid

Influence List

q1

q2

Figure 2 Grid-Inverted List Hybrid Index Structure
V.

CONCEPTUAL PARTITIONING

Conceptual partitioning as described by Mouratidis et al.
is used to find k nearest neighbours (kNN) of the query
point efficiently [20]. Query object has latitude and
longitude describing the point location and a set of
keywords. Latitude and longitude of a query point q is
mapped to the gird cell Cq. The mindist(C, q) is the
minimum distance between any object p ∈ C and the query
point q. The bestkNN denotes the list of k best nearest
neighbours of q found so far maintained in the order of
mindist. The bestdist is the distance between the kth NN and
q.
The naive way to process kNN for q has to sort all cells C
∈ G in mindist(C,q) order and visit them in ascending order.
It is optimal with respect to the number of processed cells
but is expensive because it must find mindist for all cells
and sort them. Conceptual partitioning and book keeping
avoids unnecessary computations by partitioning the grid
space and doing computations only if required.
kNN algorithm visits cells and rectangles in ascending
order of mindist(C, q) by processing the minimal set of
cells. kNN algorithm maintains the priority queue (PQ) with
the nodes in the increasing order of mindist as the key. The
node either has the boundary coordinates for a cell or for a
rectangle.
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm to compute kNN.
Initially the cell Cq is inserted in the PQ with mindist(Cq, q)
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= 0 (line 5). Then all level 1 rectangles are inserted in PQ
with mindist(DIR1, q) (line 6). Then it starts removing the
elements iteratively from the PQ (line 7, 8). If the removed
element is a cell and there are objects inside the cell, it
checks inverted list for the cell (line 9, 10). If inverted list
satisfies the query keywords, then for objects satisfying
query criteria in the object list of the cell, dist(p, q) is
calculated and bestkNN is updated for this object (line 11).
Elements removed from PQ are inserted into the visit list of
the query (line 12). Query is added to the influence list of
every visited cell to mark the influence region of the query
(line 13). If the removed element is a rectangle, it inserts
each cell of the rectangle in the PQ with its mindist(C, q) as
key (line 15) and inserts the next level rectangle in same
direction with its mindist (line 16). Algorithm terminates
when the PQ is empty or bestkNN has k objects and the next
entry in PQ has key greater than bestdist (line 17).
Conceptual partitioning gives correct result because (i)
the PQ has the key as mindist which is arranged in the
ascending order. (ii) Every rectangle that is inserted in the
PQ has the mindist value which is greater than the
rectangles inserted till now with no rectangle missed out.
(iii) these rectangles in the PQ act as bounding boxes. While
computing kNN, if it is found that mindist(C,q) > bestdist, C
can be safely pruned because the objects contained in C will
be farther than all the current kNN’s of q.
Algorithm 1 kNN Search Algorithm
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kNN_search(G, q, k)
Input:
G-Grid Index
q- query point (latitude, longitude, keywords)
k – number of nearest neighbours
Output:
Set of k nearest neighbors- bestkNN
Algorithm:
1. bestdist = ∞
2. bestkNN = NULL
3. PQ = NULL
4. visitlist = NULL
5. Insert query cell <Cq, 0> into PQ
6. For each direction of the query cell insert rectangle
<DIR1, mindist(DIR1, q)> into PQ
7. While (!empyt(PQ) and key of PQ <= bestdist)
8.
remove element from PQ
9.
if it is cell element
10.
if inverted list of the cell satisfies
query keywords
11.
update bestkNN and bestdist if necessary
for the objects in cell
12.
insert removed element in the visitlist
13.
insert q in the influence list of the cell
14.
else
15.
insert each cell of the rectangle into PQ
16.
insert next level rectangle in the same
direction into PQ
17. return bestkNN

Figure 3 depicts the example of how the cells are
typically visited with conceptual partitioning. Cell numbered
1 is the query cell, which is visited first. Then the
surrounding cells are visited in the increasing order of
minimum distance of the cell from the query point. With this
nearer cell (hence objects) are visited before visiting the
farther cells (hence objects). Inverted list in each cell further
restricts the search space by only visiting cells and objects
which satisfy the query criteria.

the time interval are updated in the index structure by
removing them from earlier cell and adding to the new
moved cell. Along with this inverted list and influence lists
are also updated. To handle queries book keeping is done in
every update cycle. The running queries are stored along
with their current results in a query table. This query table is
updated while updating index structures for moving objects
and answering moving queries. Visit list in the query table is
used to update the query results when there are any updates
in the influence region of the query due to movements of the
objects during the update cycle. Figure 4 shows the structure
of the query table used for book keeping. The Influence list
is maintained in cells of a grid structure to keep track of the
influence region of queries. Any movement in influence
region of the query will affect the query and hence we need
to only focus on the queries which have affected during
current update cycle for updating the query answers.

q1
q2
q3
q4
q5

Figure 3 Conceptual Partitioning and Visiting order
VI.

Figure 4 Structure of Query table

HANDLING MOVING OBJECTS AND
QUERIES

Moving objects and queries are handled in every update
cycle. In each update cycle first the moved objects during
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Qid
Latitude
Longitude
Keywords
bestkNN
k
PQ
visitlist
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Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm to update kNN when the
query is affected due to movements of objects in the
influence region of the query. Visit list is traversed to visit
each cell, the inverted list of the cell is checked for query
keywords (line 3, 4). If inverted list satisfies the query
Algorithm 2 kNN update algorithm

keywords, then for objects satisfying query criteria in the
object list of the cell, dist(p, q) is calculated and bestkNN is
updated for this object (line 5). If bestkNN has less than k
objects priority queue of the query is processed to further
find the NN objects (line 6, 7).

Update_search(q, visitlist, k)
Input:
Visitlist – visit list of the query
q- query point (latitude, longitude, keywords)
k – number of nearest neighbours
Output:
Set of k nearest neighbors- bestkNN
Algorithm:
1. bestdist = ∞
2. bestkNN = NULL
3. For each cell in the visitlist
4.
if inverted list of the cell satisfies
query keywords
5.
update bestkNN and bestdist if necessary
for the objects in cell
6. if bestkNN has less than k objects
7.
process PQ to find more NN objects
8. return bestkNN

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Sample data sets having objects with their location
(Latitude and Longitude) and attribute data are used for
evaluating Grid-Inverted list hybrid index and Geo-Textual
kNN query. Parameters used for evaluating algorithms are
number of objects (N), number of simultaneous queries(n),
number of nearest neighbour (k) and grid size (δ).
Experiments are carried out with varying number of nearest
neighbours and with 5 different grid sizes [5x5, 10x10,
15x15, 20x20, 25x25]. Work is evaluated by moving or
terminating some objects and queries in each update cycle
and also by introducing new objects and queries.
The results are compared by implementing 2 other
variations in grid index used for moving objects (YPKCNN, SEA-CNN) by converting them to Grid - Inverted
List hybrid index structures and also with one non-hybrid
Grid index structure [18][19].

No. of Objects

VIII.

Figure 5 shows the actual number of objects evaluated
and the number of objects satisfying the query criteria.
Numbers of actual hits (typically maximum 9% as in figure
5) are reduced and hence false hits are avoided by using
inverted index in hybrid index structure thus pruning the
search space.

Varying Grid Size
Index and Query update CPU time

VII.

1500000
1000000
500000
0
5 X 5 10 X 10 15 X 15 20 X 20 25 X 25

Grid Size
CPMtime

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

400

YPKtime

SEAtime

Figure 6 Grid Size vs Performance

200
0
0

5

10

15

Query Number

Figure 6 shows the effect of changing the grid size. when
the number of cells is less, the length of object list and
inverted list is more and hence it must visit more number of
nodes. As the number of cells are increased the objects are
distributed among more number of cells and hence the time
taken is less.

Number of objects
No of objects satisfying query criteria
Figure 5 Number of Objects and number of objects
satisfying query criteria
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queries, n, as more number of queries are processing during
the particular update cycle.

Index and query update performace
CPU Time

Varying k
1000000

(2)

800000
600000
400000

The run time Tbuild (equation 2) of building, computing
query answers consists of Tindex and Tquery. Tindex is the time
required to build the hybrid Index and it depends upon the
number of objects in dataset. T query is the time of computing
the k-NN using conceptual partitioning. It consists of Heap
creation and handling, Number of cells visited and the
number of objects evaluated.

200000
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

k
CPM Hybrid

CPM nonHybrid

YPK Hybrid

SEA Hybrid

(3)
Figure 7 k vs performance
Figure 7 show as the number k is increased the time taken
is more. This is due to the fact that the more number of cells
are visited to find more number of nearest neighbours.

Index and Query update performance
CPU Time

Varying N - Number of Objects
4000000
3000000
2000000
1000000
0
5000

10000

20000

30000

40000

Number of objects N
CPM Hybrid

CPM nonHybrid

YPK Hybrid

SEA Hybrid

The run time Tupdate (equation 3) is the time required to
update index and to re-evaluate affected queries in every
update cycle. Tupd_index is the time required to update hybridindex for moving objects by using book keeping
information. It depends upon the number of updates and
type of updates. Trecompute_query is the time required for recomputing query by using book keeping information and
hybrid index. The time required to re-compute query is
proportional to the number of cells visited and the number
of objects evaluated. Figure 7 highlights the time taken to
maintain index and re-compute query for various values of
k, i.e. number of nearest neighbours for 4 different methods.
It is observed that the performance gain seen by hybrid
index and CPM is 30 to 40 percent as compared to the other
methods. Figure 6 also shows the improvement in
performance by increasing the grid size. maintaining index
and computing query answers.
IX.

Figure 8 N vs Performance
Figure 8 displays the effect increasing number of objects,
N on index and query update performance. As can be seen
from the graph, as the number of objects increase, the time
taken to update index and answer query is more.

Index and search Performance CPU time

Varying n - Number of Queries
800000
600000
400000
200000
0
50

100

150

200

250

n
CPM Hybrid

CPM non Hybrid

YPK hybrid

SEA Hybrid

Figure 9 n vs performance
As shown in figures 9, the query result maintenance time
in a particular update cycle grows linearly with number of
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CONCLUSION

The paper proposes the solution for creating and
maintaining hybrid index based on uniform grid and
inverted list for moving objects. Uniform grid makes easy
to calculate the cell of given object with its latitude and
longitude in constant time. Grid maintenance is easier for
the moved objects in each update cycle. In case the object is
moved to different cells, it is just removing the object from
old cell and adding it to the new cell.
The method is proposed to find k nearest neighbours of
static and moving queries using hybrid index and conceptual
partitioning of the grid. With the hybrid index having grid
and inverted lists tightly combined, the search space narrows
down as compared to each index applied separately. It
reduces the number of false positive hits to database records.
Conceptual partitioning restricts the space to be searched
around the query point and helps in retrieving objects in
efficient manner in kNN processing. kNN monitoring using
book keeping (Query Table, Influence List) information for
moving queries and objects further reduces the search time.
The extensive experiments have demonstrated reducing
the update and search cost for uniform grid-inverted list
hybrid index. Hybrid index and conceptual partitioning
together improve the query
performance by 30 to 40%.
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Future work can further improve the performance by
implementing the multilevel grid index for skewed data.
Search algorithm in the paper uses Euclidean space, which
can be further studied for road networks. kNN search query
algorithm is presented in the paper, whereas other type of
Geo-Textual queries on hybrid index is in the further
research scope. Keyword queries can further be studied for
natural language processing (NLP) queries, fuzzy queries
and other variations.
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